
Elements of Meditation in Gurbani (2): 

Self-Orientation is Hindrance 1 
Dr. (Bhai) Harbans Lal 2 3 

Self -oriented people are the citizens of this Aquarius age who listen to the human consciousness. They 
are stuck in the duality and are deep in materialistic mud. In their desires they always want that their material-
ity be made considerably better and richer.  Sikh theologian, Bhai Gurdas, describes such a personality as: 

PQPX. NUP NP:YG\ GXUPLT G8MZ %ZDX GXK\OZ@ 4

Manmukh, the self-oriented, conduct their life practices under the influence of an evil-consciousness 
and they suffer on account of their attachment with the duality.  

Scripture tells us that a self-oriented people can neither indulge in meditation5 nor be recipient of the Di-
vine Word, their indulgence is always in the ego. 

PQPX. QZPX Q MZ[Q, LY[X QZY< SLT MZLH @ VEG< VZGX Q $ZLH( OZJ\ G8M< %ZLH @ 6

The self-oriented people ( manmukhs) do not know the Naam. Without Naam, they lose their honor.  
They do not savor the Sabad and are attached to the love of duality. 

It is because a self-oriented person is possessed with a egotistic and false selfhood, which prevent him/er 
from knowing the meaning of meditation. 

%JT, VZU Q MZ[Q#, PQPX. $K0NZU, @7

The self-ward egotist knows not the essence of worship 

PQPX. T\ $% %JLT Q KRYLV KDXP< SFLK LGYZQ\ @8

The self-oriented manmukhs are unable to meditate; they are psychotic, wasting away in their egotism. 

Under a spell of the falsehood, a self-oriented person undertakes meditation to be stout or slim or to have 
more money.  The point is that the self-oriented people will indulge in meditation for an improvement or an 
increase of that very materiality which separates them from the divine and such meditation will never serve the 
purpose for which they are urged to practice it. Very often their human desires, when fulfilled, would leave 
them more unsatisfied, because their self orientation deprives them from the wisdom to know what their real 
needs are. The self-oriented person is ignorant of severe limitations of the human mind and all resourcefulness 
of God..  

VRH, $MZ[X NK< P< MZQZ MZQ[KZUX Q &ZQZ U\ @9   

One who claims to know what is good for him/er is ignorant. The ignorant does not realize that God 
knows all. 

Only the Guru oriented knows that it is the Divine within who is all wisdom and may plan better for any 
individual 

LMV GZ KWX VRH, Y4X MZ[< JXUPXL. G\LH Q S&RTZLHGZ @10 

The God oriented person is given what is right and this person does not regret receiving it. God alone 
knows what is in store.  
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The Divine is within me and the same Divine is within you. That is revealed through meditation. The 

presence of God and the power of God are within us but on account of our worldly desires we have become 
self-oriented people. We have built up a state of consciousness that consists of layers and layers of the 
material illusions. A self-oriented person does not succeed in breaking through these layers to reach the 
altitude of God. Until we do so, we shall fail in our Meditation and miss the path to fulfillment. 

EMU NSZW NZLH$Z J9# %,TLU N89X NXVTX $L%PZQ, @ %ULP %8O\ QGLU Q $ZYQ, PQPX. $0' $LJ$ZQ, @ 11 

The ignorant and blind egocentrics are deluded by doubt and they do not see the veils of falsehood. 
Ego closed the fortress of our body.   

The self-oriented depends entirely on the human sense for guidance. To the human sense, the spiritual 
way of life seems either impossible, or short-lived and intangible. Such a person does not realize that, in 
reality, the most tangible thing in the world is the Divine Presence and all worldly objects are symbols of 
God’s presence. Until that is realized, the things of this world are not outer symbols of the Divine Grace. 
When one becomes the Guru Oriented, these symbols change their meaning and one understands,  

LHKX MJX VF< N, K< NR79, VF\ NZ LYLF YZVX @ 12 

The world is the Abode of the True One and the True One abides in it. 

As long as self oriented men and women live by bread alone, by the strife and struggle involved in human 
activity; as long as they are dependent exclusively on outer symbols or effects, they will be misled. After 
wasting many efforts they will end up as nothing and discover eventually that these worldly possessions are 
transitory. We can see the effects of a dependence on material things as we look into the faces of the men and 
women who are living by these effects placing their reliance only on the health of their bodies, the wealth of 
their pocketbooks, and other things of this world. In those people, you will see a picture of a self-oriented 
person. This type of mentality should be discarded under Guru’s guidance. 

PQ U\ JXUPXL. $JLQ LQYZLU @ JXU NZ NLK$Z PLQ YV< KDXP< LT5VQZ PZLU @ 13

O’ my mind, become Gurmukh, and extinguish the fire within.  Let the Words of the Guru abide within 
your mind; let egotism and desires die. 

PQX EXL' $ULS 'UDX JXU $ZJ< JXU SUVZG, P< $N4X N4H,$Z @ 14

I dedicate my mind and intellect to the Guru. By His Grace I am able to do what was impossible to do.  

 When we become the seekers, we pledge that we shall obey the scriptural injunction to let the Guru bear 
our witness. We know not what we should seek, but the Guru makes the intercession for us.  

PQX TQX NZLW G\DX JXU $ZJ< LMLQ KLU S5% PZUJX S04X LG.H,$Z @ 15

I offer my mind and body to the Guru, who has shown me the way to the God. 

When we orient to the Guru to seek the skills of meditation, the Guru becomes our advocate and ac-
quaints us with the Divine way. 
LY&XL9$Z P\O< S5%8 QZQN NLU V0MRJ @ ��

The Guru united the seperted ones with God acting as an intercessor at the God’s Court. 

$LJ$ZQX %UPX GX.X NLW$Z JXU %H\ EV,7Z@ ��

When the Guru becomes one’s intercessor, the ignorance, doubt, and suffering are dispelled.  

GK LGLV VZ. KU, KU,$ZYO VKLM SN< VR P,7Z @ QZQN $VXLQ LPOKX LS$ZU\ VLTJXU %H\ EV,7Z @ ��

All over the boughs are green: but that alone is ripe-sweet which ripens in its own time. Meet Thou 
me, O Lord, in the month of Asuj: yea, the Perfect Guru is now my intercessor. 
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The lesson is that to practice meditation successfully, we must discard the guidance from our own intui-

tion or from the devil within. Rather, we should hear the Word of the Guru. 

PQ N, PLT LT$ZJ,$< VX[,$< DXSG\VX @  19

Shed thy self-willedness, and hear the Words of Wisdom (of the Lord). 

N4Q, EGQ, M\ NU\ PQPXL. E8- Q KRLH @JXUPT, *LW FZQ[Z KLU QZPX SZY< VRLH ] 20  

The self-oriented manmukh babbles on and on, but does not comprehend.  One whose heart is illu-
mined, by Guru's Teachings, obtains the Name of the Lord.  
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